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Think of these as a feeible framework that 

balances global messaging with local 

nuance, attentionttotdetail and delivery 

on a massive scale.

You Can Get Onto The Right Path 

By Following 10 Steps.

Build an efcient production ‘factory’ that will handle dayttot

day marketing eeecution globally and to enable feld 

marketing to eeecute standardized campaigns quickly at low 

cost whilst balancing the need to localize and provide enough 

feeibility to drive local innovationn

Provide continual training and coaching for the feld so they 

can eeperience the ‘art of the possible’ when it comes to 

marketing’s evolutionn

Empower a marketing operations function to gain actionable 

insights from the ‘factory’, maintain momentum along a 

strategic roadmap, drive innovation and use the right martech 

to help meet strategic objectives.

What’s Needed 

In A Way To:
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Align Corporate, 

Field And Product 

Marketing

To Maximize Gains From Marketing 

Tec�nolog% "n�estments �nd �cti�ities.
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*SiriusDecisions

With the correct alignment, you can:The journey towards delivering marketing efciency at scale starts 

with aligning the core teams that rely on its activity and output   

corporate, feld, product marketing and sales   with marketing 

operations overlaying everything.

It’s well known that alignment between sales and marketing around 

lead management can drive huge benefts.  ou can enhance lead 

quality, accelerate deal cycles and enable sales within cycles, as 

both teams show their contribution to the business.

Share goals that are measurable and ensure 

all functional and team plans are linked, with 

individuals understanding how their roles 

contribute to the wider objectivesY

Create an Aligned Accountability Framework* 

that combines business objectives and 

milestones, points of progress to reach goals 

and defnes activities and output to reach 

themY

Establish a set of share metrics to track 

against key milestones.
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Step One
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ALIGN MARKETING AND 

MARKETING OPERATIONS 

STRATEGY TACTICAL 

DEPLOYMENT

AedsProcnssnssForsGlobalsEfnctiinensss

AedsE�cinec�.
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The marketing operations interlock for 

scalable delivery brings:

To deliver alignment at scale takes everything to another level 

with the core dependency interlocking marketing operations as 

the beating heart of orchestration, owning the technology, 

process and resources. 

Marketing operations bridges the left/right brain divide and bring 

an enhanced level of efectiveness into your business by 

combining IT and marketing functions in one dedicated team. 

Bridging these two previously separate disciplines requires a 

cultural shift - silos must be broken down and all aspects of the 

business must be brought into play.

Marketing operations is the glue that inter-locks teams seeking 

programme delivery consistently at scale, globally.

Alignment: 

Agility: 

Process: 

Assessment: 

Accoqntability: 

Technology: 

Cross-business alignment & strategy 

development

Multiple �global� programme management

Standardization and governance

Excellence through continuous improvement

Strategic and tactical decision-makin�

Superior technology know-how and control

Step Two
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Improve Strategic 

And Tactical 

Decision Making

Through Shared Insights.
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Number oo asset requests

Average number oo revieo cycles

Average cours to completio�

Average time in eacc build stag%

Average production cost,tim%

Percentage oo requests completed

Percentage oo content locali�ed

Internal satisoaction measurement

Delivery at scale requires a neo set 

oo metrics and reporting to ensure 

tce foo and orccestration oo 

delivery is agile and bottlenecks 

are reduced.

Much like the manufacturing production line, the content/

campaign factory needs to be measured on:

Step Three
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Enable Agile Global 

Programme Delivery 

And Management
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As witt process standardization, ensuring production and 

marketing teams are aeigned on a ceear set of sereice eeeee 

agreements, a content amends poeicy as weee as ceear 

guideeines on tow requests, approeaes and actieity sctedueing 

manifest, stoued enabee programmes to be executed on time 

in-eine witt expectations. 

Furttermore, poeicies and procedures are in peace to iron-out 

botteenecks and disruption.

* Eeoqua - Tte Power of “Factory Ttinking” 

in :aees and 7arketing

“In order to increase output in any 

process...you must frst reeieee tte 

constrained operations, or 

botteenecks, ttat seow ttings down.”

Step Four
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ImproindProgrammnd

PronuectoAdQualtcy,d

EfnectinAnssd And

EetnAey

INDUSTRIALIZE Demand Operations 

Where Possible.
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 ean thinning is only applicable once a deep 

understanding of the production process is nnown – 

how long it should tane to produce individual assets, 

fows, reports and the line.  ean thinning then allows 

production to be scaled according to production 

volumes – tuned up in times of high demand and 

scaled down during seasonal dips. 

 ean thinning is informed by a di�erent set of reporting 

metrics, such as the number of asset requests, average 

number of review cycles, average number of hours to 

completion, average time in build stage and 

staneholder satisfaction.

Lean Thinking

The Theory of Constraints suggests that to achieve 

marneting delivery at scale, raw materials 6all the 

components required to deliver campaigns) need to Glter 

through a production process with ease, at the maximum 

fow rate. They need to be standardi;ed wherever 

possible 6templated or using previously produced 

inventory) and be converted into a product at the most 

cost4e�ective operating cost. 

Comparisons with factory production can be applied to 

the marneting world.

Step Five
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Throughout production, there are many 

independent processes converging to produce an 

end product. For marketing this could be an email 

campaign, a data upload process, an event 

programme, an advert, a web experience and the 

like. If you are able to standardize the production 

type (asset, journey), standardize the request 

process to order products and standardize the 

approval process, then far quicker production 

times can be achieved. �ou obviously don�t want to 

stife innovation or creativity, however, in most 

cases, campaign production follows very similar 

formats. Keep bespoke requirements reserved 

only for premium requirements.

Utilizing specialized resources to complete the 

lower=end, factory=type production work from 

regional global hubs, allows marketing operations 

professionals to access highly skilled platform 

technicians at potentially a fraction of the cost the 

same resources might be domestically. This also 

frees=up internal resources to focus on the more 

complex, premium production tasks.

 fssore  otsoorcinn Process Standardization
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Reducing Waste & Re-Purposing Automation Wherever Possible

https://www.crmtdigital.com/products/demand-center/
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Bring Structure, 

Discipline And Rigor

To Demand Operations.
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Step Six

Understanding, implementing, measuring and continually improving 

processes through routine evaluation and reenement is dhere a 

marketing operations function is crucial in driving efciency.y

Process deenition and reenement should be based around alignment 

to top level efciency goals and aligned dith individual processes for 

various business functions. For example, the campaign build request 

process betdeen eeld and the production unit.

Templated build 

Campaign requests 

Testing > approval;

Production 65As 

Amends policy 

Asset inventory

Key areas to consider:
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Encourage Continuous 

Improvement

Across Your Organization.
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A culture of continuous improvement easily splits the performers 

from the laggards. 

Continuous improvement is based on the concept that we’re doing 

something right but we’re never satisfed with the outcome and 

could do better. Just like in sports, team or individual. How can we 

tweak the settings on an F1 car to suit the track, weather conditions 

to get a better lap time? How can a swimmer ad$ust his stoke or 

breathing pattern to go faster? 

Within marketing, marketing operations and sales it’s the same. 

We’re not short of data and a continuous 5ow of information, it’s 

making sense of the data, and setting suitable KPIs to work 

towards, refne and improve.

What’s our baseline performance W our KPIs?

How do we compare with other competitors 

or industry peers?

How can we take small steps to improve and 

monitor this?Y

How do we document what we do and 

provide feedback?

How can we empower and motivate 

employees?

As a guide, consider the following:

Step Seven
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Be A Center For 

Innovation And 

Be�t ra�ti�e
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Ensure Marketing 

Alignment With Sales
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Whilst many of the emerging strategies associated with efciency 

gains reside with marketing, let’s not forget our end customer, sales.

Disjointed activities that fail to deliver value will certainly negatively 

impact revenue generation and create unhappy sales people.

With  %  marketing it’s important that marketers can not only deliver 

programmes globally at scale, but also to spot potential impediments 

and opportunities that could infuence demand generationn  reaking 

bottlenecks, eliminating waste and strategically allocating resources 

will all contribute to faster lead delivery to salesn

Step Nine

A unifed alignment on processes, 

demand volumes and opportunity 

quality, orchestrated using 

specialized skills consistently and 

predictably, can help to 

industrialize demandn
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Tame The 

Te�h�����
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Don’t get blind-sided by the shiny new technology you’ve read about 

or is being thrust upon you by your main vendor suppliers. As stated 

previouslyt solutions vendors want you to buy the next best thing. 

Howevert look at your current martech stack and consider how much 

of the functionality you’re using and what’s left to exploitE:

Compare your marketing strategy and tactical delivery requirements 

against what technology you currently have and spot the gaps.

Critical to delivering marketing production eCciency at scale are 

platforms covering marketing automationt C�Mt content 

managementt project or workfow managementt an eeective data 

management tool and of course a business intelligence or next-gen 

marketing attribution platform 8 ideally all integrated�

* Ascend2 Marketing Tech Survey 2017

Step Ten

“31% of marketers say they have 

all the tools they need but don’t 

fully utilize what they have.”
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Contact us:

Give us a call:

Follow the conversation with CRMT:

Where To Find Expertise 

And Resources

info@crmtdigital.com

@CRMTDigital

@crmtdigital

/company/crmt-digital/

CRMTechchannel

UK: +44 (0) 118 436 2200 

U%: +1 415 5'0 4884

CRMT Digital can help you with the strategy, execution 

and transformation of your marketing operations 

function to deliver efciency at scalel

We work in partnership with global organizations at 

various stages of marketing maturity. Our experts 

combine 15 years of experience at the forefront of 

marketing and sales technology with strategic 

consulting knowledge to help drive your organization 

towards excellence.

Get in touch todaa ` wegll ce 

glad to help.


